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https://highlandsbsa.com.au/



Trust Highlands Blinds, Shutters & Awnings
for quality blinds in Mittagong. Blinds are
window coverings made of rigid slats that
can be adjusted to control the amount of
light entering a room. We are a family run
business, selling and installing exceptional
blinds, shutters, and awnings at reasonable
prices. More than 30 years of professional
experience in the industry enables us to
provide our customers with the most
incredible customer service and satisfaction.

Premium Quality Blinds in Mittagong

Our friendly and skilled staff will guide you through the entire process, from price to supply and installation.
Our goods are made from high-quality materials, allowing them to survive harsh Australian weather
conditions. Our options include manual, powered, and automated home systems. We guarantee that our
blinds are cost-effective and easy to use. We understand that every customer has unique needs, so we offer
a range of colour options.



Our Mittagong team can help you choose
the perfect blinds for your home. The Aura
Shades range has two versatile shading
solutions; 3D and Dual Shade. While 3D
Shades operate similarly to regular roller
blinds, they appear like sheer Venetians. They
may be tilted or piled upwards to meet
lighting and privacy needs. Without entirely
darkening the space, this cutting-edge
translucent fabric gives any home a pleasant
glow, soft vision, UV protection, and privacy
control.

Impressive Aura Shades Range of Blinds in
Mittagong

Dual Shades blinds have two fabric screens that overlap and can be adjusted to control lighting and privacy.
With the solid and transparent panels crossing, you can either expose a view through the transparent sections
or close the strips for complete privacy. Dual Shades are also known as Zebra Shades.

With a short lead time of 2-3 weeks and a two-year limited warranty, Aura shades feature cohesive, effective, and
reliable componentry systems. These high-quality fabrics are less susceptible to fraying.



Purchasing our blinds in Mittagong gives you
access to numerous advantages. We hold
contractor and supervisor licenses and have well-
trained and experienced staff. We have provided
services to Mittagong and the neighbouring areas
for more than 30 years. We have the in-depth
product expertise and capacity to offer
comprehensive and durable solutions. We make
your experience worthwhile, whether in the initial
quoting process or the supply of products and
installation.

Why Choose Our Blinds in Mittagong?

Our products are customised per your measurements and specific requirements. We offer multiple colour
choices, and you can also choose from manual, motorised, and home-automated options. Our goal is to
exceed your expectations while offering exceptional customer service and craftsmanship. We also give you a
12-month labour warranty and a manufacturer’s guarantee.



contact us:

E-mail craig@highlandsbsa.com.au
Website https://highlandsbsa.com.au/
Phone 0417 282 656
Address 45 Park St, Tahmoor NSW 2573


